
  

We have talked with many 
potential locations along the 
walking routes and several are 
offering up their spaces for 
commission. You will find pen 
pictures and contact details 
below. This is not an exhaustive 
list and we are anticipating that 
submitters will independently 
suggest further locations for their 
ideas.

Pen Pictures

36 Lime Street

Biscuit Factory

Boiler Shop

Cycle Hub

Dance City

Hoults Yard

International Centre for Life

Literary & Philosophical Society

Live Theatre

Mining Institute

Newbridge Project

Newcastle City Library

Northern Design Centre

- Abotts Hill Hoardings
- Internal Foyer Wall
- Green Site
- Building Facade
- Boules Yard

Northern Print

Northern Stage

Science Central

Seven Stories

Theatre Royal

Toffee Factory
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1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

36 Lime Street lies in the heart of the Ouseburn Valley with the Design Trail passing its main entrance. It is next door to Seven Stories Centre 
for the Children’s Book and just down the road from Northern Print. The building rises out of the Ouseburn River on the south, and to the 
east we overlook the Ouseburn Farm. The Ouseburn Valley is a unique city centre idyll with stables, farm, green hills and wildlife with a huge 
industrial history and a creative hub.

36 Lime Street studios are situated in a John Dobson designed, Grade II listed building. Formerly a flax mill and subsequently a whisky ware-
house, the building is now home to over 50 professional artists, makers and designers across five floors. The studio users run the business 
collectively and have been doing so for the past 33 years. The aim is to foster the principles of co-operation in Members’ involvement with 
industry and commerce, training and education, leisure and recreational activities.

To build an understanding of the history of 36 Lime Street and our surrounding area we would recommend submitters access the following: 
a wealth of information relating to the Ouseburn Valley can be accessed via the Ouseburn Trust’s website; Tyne and Wear Archives contain 
architectural plans and planning applications relating to the valley dating back to the 1800’s; and for information relating to 36 Lime Street 
please see our website.

Brick exterior wall at front of building next to front door on street level. Highly visible from street and on approaching from Stepney Bank. 

Space available for vertical banner on fire escape at side of building overlooking the slipway to the river and on to Ouseburn Farm. Highly 
visible from street level, Byker Bridge (vehicular and pedestrians), and partially from Metro bridge.

The spaces are available throughout Great 
Exhibition of the North period including two 
weeks before.

Rachel Bollen, (secretary)
available Mondays and 
Wednesdays
T: 0191 261 5666 
E: 36limestreet.rachel@
gmail.com  

Urgent enquiries only to
Louise Bradley (studio 
member) 
T: 07732 698 248
E: loumbrad@yahoo.co.uk

36 Lime Street

Top Left:
Exterior brick wall space available, for 
a temporary board, banner or other 
2D piece (not directly painted or per-
manently fixed on to brick wall).
Dimensions: 290cm h x 170cm w 
(maximum)

Middle Image: Banner size for fire 
escape: 8m(h) x 1m(w) to be fixable 
in strategic places.

Bottom Left: View from
Street Level

Design route



1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

We are located at the head of the Ouseburn Valley – the cultural quarter of Newcastle and on the design route. 

The Biscuit Factory is the UK’s largest commercial art, craft and design gallery and is housed in a former Victorian warehouse. We are 
interested in the interplay between the industrial past of our building (which is still very much evident in the brickwork, chimney stacks and 
exposed beams) and how new materials, media or installation using these elements as a back drop, can reanimate the space for a new age 
to attract and enchant a modern audience. 

Our website provides a flavour of our gallery and scope of work we exhibit. 
www.thebiscuitfactory.com

Cube atrium
Our Central exhibition space called The Cube, is located on the first floor of the gallery. It is double height reaching up to a pitched windowed 
ceiling, has exposed beams and also features an atrium which allows viewers to look down to the ground floor and allows light to travel the 
2 floors. We have housed sculptural installations in this space that spans from first floor ceiling to ground floor, with great response from our 
visitors. 

Picture window
We have a large central ‘picture’ window which faces out to the front of the gallery. 

Rachel Brown
0191 261 1103
rachel@thebiscuitfactory.com

Biscuit Factory

Both spaces are available for install in the 2 weeks leading to the launch of 
the GEN. 

We launch our Summer exhibition (provisional date) 1 June 2018 so subject 
to this date being firm, access would be offered from 4 June 2018.( If the 
dates were to be pushed back to 8 June access would be from 11 June)
We are open 7 days a week, but on occasion close certain parts of the 
gallery to the general public when hosting private events. The only dates 
that we have in the calendar so far that will have some impact in this way 
(although the extent to which is currently unknown) are 21/28 July, 18 Aug, 
8 September 2018.

Design route

Cube atrium 
Ground floor to highest apex of ceiling - 9.571m
1st floor to highest apex of ceiling - 6.542m
1st floor to lowest stable rafter - 3.982m
Atrium gap - 2.597m x 2.703m

Picture Window
glass 189.5 cm x 269cm
frame 230.5  x 301.5cm



1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Boiler Shop has been created to provide Newcastle with a new vibrant multi-disciplinary arts and music Centre. Dating back to the 1820s, the 
Boiler Shop was a focal part of the Stephenson Co locomotive works but recent years have seen it attract up to 3,000 people to its food and 
music events.

Steeped in history, the venue played a pivotal role in the region’s industrial revolution heritage as the 
birthplace of Stephenson’s Rocket locomotive. Like most other buildings of this ilk, it’s now being given
a new lease of life with a revolution of a different kind - arts and culture.

For further reference, listen to Melvyn Bragg’s BBC programme on the Industrial Revolution at this link.

The Boiler Shop’s mezzanine overlooks the main space; it’s part of the building yet has its own
independent entrance, which enables it to become a ‘venue within a venue.’

Boiler Shop is unavailable on
9 June 2018.

Chiara Tomasoni
E: chiara@stephensonworks.com
T: 07429201469

Daveid Phillips 
Daveid@stephensonworks.com

Boiler Shop Innovation route

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07sy32x
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the Exhibition.
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Location name:

Located on the Quayside overlooking the Tyne at the basin of the eclectic Ouseburn means the Cycle HUB/ Saddle Skedaddle has a unique location in one of Newcastle’s most diverse 
areas. Significantly, we’re also positioned on the C2C route, meaning we have exclusive access to riders taking on one of the UK’s most popular cycle challenge.

It’s a magical place, that has proven a hit with a wide variety of people, from cycling enthusiasts to those seeking a nice spot to enjoy a slice of cake and/or a cup of coffee!

The Cycle HUB….is a social enterprise with the aim of developing a centre from which cycling promotional activities occur. The Hub is an attractive destination for cyclists and a stop off 
point for people on the popular C2C / Hadrian cycleway. For customers who don’t fancy getting out on their bikes, the location holds the attraction of the ample parking, great views and 
excellent food and beverages on offer.
The Hub is a meeting place for people interested in cycling from all walks of life and regardless of proficiency, even those who don’t consider themselves to be cyclists. At the Hub, people 
can access information, network with like minded people, access training, browse cycling accessories, hire bikes, have bikes repaired and enjoy delicious refreshments. 

Saddle Skedaddle… is an international cycling holiday company with trips for a variety of cyclists, including families. With over 250 holidays in the UK, Europe and further afield, our aim is 
to enable travellers to explore the world in a unique way and in turn enjoy the best holiday possible. In the UK, we cover an array of destinations, including lots in the North. From the iconic 
Hadrian’s Cycleway to the stunning Northumberland Coast, and challenging C2C (all of which pass through our wonderfully located Cycle HUB). See our website for more details: https://
www.skedaddle.co.uk/. What we’d like? Ideally some way of explaining the local/ international aspect of our SS range would be great, and in turn how this promotes sustainability/ a more 
positive way to travel and explore. 

We are able to offer up the Cycle HUB as an exhibition space and specifically the wall space of this venue. This is a large and unusually 
shaped building which would lend itself well to some great media/ photography (both on its walls and even possibly the ceiling!)

The space is available for the duration of 
the Exhibition and upon request at any time 
from 4pm daily and before 8.30 am in the 
weeks before the exhibition.  

fran@skedaddle.co.uk (Saddle Skedaddle) & 
jill@fresh-events.com (The Cycle HUB)

Cycle Hub

The upper part of the wall and ceiling space is available. Dimensions are approx. 10metres x 6 metres and 6 metres x 3 metres. 

Design route
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Location name:

Dance City is the North East’s leading organisation for dance. Its iconic building is in the heart of Newcastle city centre near to the Discovery 
Museum and Life Science Centre. Dance City promotes dance for all ages and abilities from public classes to professional dance training and 
presents the biggest programme of dance performance in the UK outside London in its theatre.

Below are photographs that demonstrate the versatility of the ground floor, foyer, social space at Dance City. We are very proud of all the pre-
vious events and exhibitions that we have held in the space, the available wall space has been a vital backdrop or display location for them.

The space available has excellent light and is immediately as you enter Dance City, it welcomes you to the building/organisation. The space 
in front of the wall space is sprung therefore it is well used by dance students, break dancers, professional artists, general public etc. and for 
a wide range of events such as Performance Season Launches, after-show parties and the Late Shows. 

At Dance City we have a large wall surface on the ground floor that lends itself to being a blank canvas for a mural or exhibition relevant to 
dance. We would very much like to hear from artists that are interested in utilising this wall surface.  We would also like to receive expres-
sions of interest for relevant exhibitions for our first floor gallery space. 

House rules: No glass, safe and secure attachment of 
work to wall surface, no freestanding objects on the 
ground floor. All materials required for the exhibition 
are the responsibility of the artist. Install, uninstall and 
insurance of all exhibitions are the responsibility of the 
artist. 

Alex Anslow
E: alex.anslow@dancecity.co.uk
T: 0191 269 5586

Dance City

The space is available throughout the 
Great Exhibition

Innovation route
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Location name:

Hoults Yard was developed in the 1870s for Malings Pottery where over 1000 workers crafted beautifully designed pottery in an array of 
patterns and styles. Now an exciting business village, we’ve embraced our creative roots with a modern twist - which can be seen through 
our reimagining of traditional Maling patterns to create beautiful backdrops for our meeting rooms, the graffiti art murals dotted around the site 
and the bespoke tiled wall in Maling Exchange inspired by our Geordie heritage.

Maling society: http://www.maling-pottery.org.uk/
Our website www.houltsyard.co.uk
Our Flickr for images: https://www.flickr.com/photos/145123763@N02/albums

We have an abundance of outside space - two well protected courtyard areas which could host art projects. 

The ClayShed is a beautiful venue within Hoults Yard with white brick walls, impressive wooden beams and steel pillars the building is a 
unique space with an industrial feel. Warehouse 34 is a cool, grungy warehouse space with raw red brick walls and no natural light making it 
the perfect setting for art installations. Both our spaces are blank canvasses so there is no limit to what you can create. 

The ClayShed has a capacity of up to 500, is 1030sqm 
and has 3 phase electricity

Warehouse 34 has a capacity of up to 900, is 360sqm 
and has 3 phase electricity

Courtyards with capacity for 2,000 for events. Also 
open 24/7 for public access

Louise white, Centre Admin
0191 607 0193
Louise.white@houltsyard.co.uk

Hoults Yard

There are currently no unavailable dates during this time period. Please 
note, as the Clayshed and Warehouse 34 are event venues, and they are 
unlikely to be available throughout the Great Exhibition.

UP

The Clayshed
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Great Exhibition of the North.
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available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.
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to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Life opened in 2000 as a science village combining research, medicine, business, ethics, education and public engagement. Around 600 
people work across the site, from over 30 countries, in a central location, in the heart of Newcastle. Each year up to 500,000 people access 
the spread of services offered across the whole Life site.  The mission of Life is two-fold; to make science engaging and accessible to every-
one and to provide infrastructure support so that world-class science on-site can flourish.  Life supports research through the provision of 
world-class facilities to both business and academic tenants at below market-rate rents, and is able to channel the profit from that income into 
operating the science centre. 

Life’s unique model has led to some major successes. Bringing together genetics research and a fertility clinic on a single site gave rise to 
the research behind the world’s first cloned human embryo, clinical trials of stem-cell therapies and the expansion of Mitochondrial Disease 
research ultimately leading to a new Wellcome Trust Research Institute at Newcastle University.

Robot is the main exhibition next year running from 26 May to 2 December 2018.  It opened at the Science Museum in February and is, 
by their account, attracting good audiences.  The exhibition is multi-facetted, encompassing history, art, culture, technology and ethics and 
includes a number of impressive moving exhibits.  There is potential to create added content, through exhibits and events, to reflect the north 
east dimension to this growing industry.  The core audiences are families with children aged 8+, teenagers and adults (independent or part of 
a group) and school groups.

The fact that innovative science in many guises takes place at Life could provide a source of inspiration for an imaginative sci-art installation 
or performance that reflects the themes of the exhibition.  

Times Square is a large outdoor area that unites the buildings which comprise the Centre for Life.  The attached diagrams offer an aerial per-
spective and give technical details.  It gets a lot of footfall – students passing through to Newcastle College, people accessing all the services 
and facilities on site during the day and at night etc.  It is a working environment for many and this would need to be respected.  

Sarah Reed, Communications Manager, 
0191 243 8209, Sarah.Reed@life.org.uk

International Centre for Life

Times Square could potentially be used for events/programmes linked to the 
Great Exhibition although these might have to be of a temporary or pop up 
nature given that the square is booked out on a regular basis, especially at 
weekends and evenings.  

Innovation route
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Location name:

The Lit & Phil is the city’s oldest cultural institution and represents the surge of scientific and technological innovation and ideas that existed in 
the North of England during the late 18th and throughout the 19thcenturies. It can claim to be the parent of other institutions such as Newcas-
tle University, the Mining Institute and the Great North Museum. Today the Lit & Phil is a thriving library and cultural venue in the city centre.

The main library itself which is remarkably unchanged since the building opened in 1825; the paintings, busts and artefacts (such as George 
Stephenson’s 3rd Miners Safety Lamp) that date from the early years of the Society; the archive which consists of correspondence, minutes, 
reports and ephemera from 1793 onwards; the collections, particularly in relation to science and technology but also music, literature and art; 
the history of the scientists, inventors, engineers, etc.  that were associated with the Society, e.g. Joseph Swan (inventor of the lightbulb) and 
Robert Stephenson.

The main library on the first floor, dating from 1825; two ground floor meeting rooms; Committee/Music room, accessible from the gallery.

House rules: No glass, safe and secure attachment of 
work to wall surface, no freestanding objects on the 
ground floor. All materials required for the exhibition 
are the responsibility of the artist. Install, uninstall and 
insurance of all exhibitions are the responsibility of the 
artist. 

Kay Easson
E: keasson@litandphil.org.uk
T: 0191 232 0192

Literary & Philosophical Society
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Lit & Phil)

In principal, the library space is available throughout the 
Great Exhibition.

The downstairs rooms are booked regularly by certain 
groups so it may be difficult to allocate these spaces for 
the period.

Innovation route
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Location name:

Live Theatre/Live Garden and Live Tales are all set within some of the oldest parts of the city of Newcastle.  The new building Live Works 
created as part of Live Theatre’s social enterprise portfolio has enabled a new route from the quayside into the middle of a set of historic 
buildings from the 17th - 19th century.  At the heart of this is a pocket park for the public to use, an outdoor stage, and Live Tales a creative 
writing centre.  

There are the possibilities of programming outdoor media and cultural events alongside a programme of international work alongside a food 
offer with Live Theatre’s 4 great restaurants.

The courtyard and outdoor stage space would be an ideal location for a commission.

Live Garden – Courtyard and outdoor Stage – for 300 

Jim Beirne (Chief Executive) – 0191 
2612694 - jim@live.org.uk

Graeme Thompson (Creative Producer) – 
0191 2612694 - graeme@live.org.uk

Live Theatre

Currently all above spaces are available

Atrium Bar Undercroft Live Garden

Arts route
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Location name:

The Grade 2* Victorian Gothic Mining Institute was deliberately inserted into the centre of ‘Tyneside Classical’ Newcastle as a radical archi-
tectural statement by its entrepreneur engineer founders 150 years ago. It may well have been the first deliberately created innovation hub for 
an industrial sector anywhere in the world.

Our internationally important collection focuses on the 300 year history of deep mining for coal.

Beyond making that heritage more accessible, we are committed to a future where our building as a ‘Common Room for the Great North’ addresses the economic, social and cultural future 
of our region and we have been awarded £4.7m by the HLF to realise that vision.

https://thegreatnorthinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The-Great-North-Institute.compressed.pdf

For the Great Exhibition we seek a contribution – with partners – that celebrates contemporary innovation in engineering and reflects on the global impact of coal.

‘It was the engineers on the Tyne who first released the genie of coal into the world’
(Barbara Freece. Coal. A Human History)
 

We aim to have at least the whole of our ground floor including our foyer/atrium, Lecture Theatre and Library (see pictures in the brochure) 
available throughout the exhibition and we are working to see what other spaces can be added.

We anticipate one or more standing exhibitions complemented by a sequence of lectures/films, presentations, seminars etc.

We are probably more open to partnerships than to 
unsolicited proposals but we rule nothing out at this 
stage.

Please e mail Development Director, Peter Stark on 
peterstark2@btinternet.com and we’ll contact you to 
arrange a visit or answer queries.

Mining Institute

We plan to have all of our spaces available and dedi-
cated to the Exhibition throughout the period and with at 
least the suggested run up period of two weeks

Live Garden

Innovation route
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Location name:

The NewBridge Project was established in 2010 to provide exchange and support in an engaged and discursive community of artists. We 
develop artistic talent through artist development programmes, curatorial opportunities and provision of space. 
We aim to deliver an outstanding programme of exhibitions, performances, screenings, educational talks and workshops in consultation with 
artist members, creating a programme responsive to the socio, political and civic environment within which it exists and seeks to be a genuine 
community resource.

The NewBridge Project is currently based in Carliol House, a grade II listed building in Newcastle city centre. 
More info: http://thenewbridgeproject.com

Carliol House is a grade II listed building on Market Street. It was originally the headquarters and offices of the North Eastern Electricity 
Supply Company, built in 1924-8. Carliol House is named after a prominent local family of merchants and politicians from the 13th and 14th 
Centuries.   
Drawing on the grass routes and DIY ethos of The NewBridge Project and the radical and inventive spirit of the North we encourage pro-
posals that respond to the history of Carliol House, highlight the architecture of the space/building and respond to the political and social 
landscape the building has (and perhaps will) endure. 
We are interested in proposals that acknowledge the history of the space while taking a contemporary, experimental and future focused 
approach. 

The space we are interested in submitters responding to is the grand entrance foyer of the building. The grand foyer is faced with marble and 
a number of art deco features. The space is split level, with sets of marble stairs leading up from the main entrance on Market Street. 
The foyer area acts as the entrance to the rest of the building and the artist workspaces based within the building.  

Rebecca Huggan, Studio & Programme Coordinator 
r.huggan@thenewbridgeproject.com
0191 232 8975

Newbridge Project

Available throughout. 

The building is listed, please contact us for further details. 

Arts route
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Location name:

Newcastle City Library is a 6 storey steel framed glass fronted building in the city centre, built in 2009. It is open 
to anyone and fully accessible. It has 2 entrances from New Bridge Street West and Princess Square and re-
ceives over 60 thousand visitors every month.

Business & IP Centre. The B&IPC has helped many regional inventors, entrepreneurs and SMEs meet their business goals. It has a small 
exhibition of some case studies on level 3 of City Library. Click here for more information. We are especially keen to focus on this link to 
innovation.
Special heritage collections including:
• The Bewick Collection 300 volumes, in fine bindings, of first and later editions of all illustrated books, over 1000 woodblocks by Thomas 
Bewick as well as his own tool chest and the table where he worked.  
• The Thomlinson Collection, the first ‘public library’ in Newcastle. There are over 5,500 volumes in this 
collection with many rare items including two incunabula (early printed books) printed in 1489 and 1490.
 Click here for more details.

We welcome suggestions on using any part of the building, especially the 3 storey atrium, the main 
staircase and the glass facades. Area available in atrium up to 50 sq meters. Our exhibition area on 
level 2 has 6 double sided metal boards to display framed art work. Each board is 1 metre wide by 2 
metres high.

The building and atrium will be available from 4 June till 30 Sep 2018. Furniture 
and shelving are movable to create a large flexible areas for exhibitions.

Enquiries will be answered by our team of library informa-
tion officers or passed to the appropriate manager.
T: 0191 277 4100
E: information@newcastle.gov.uk 
www.newcastle.gov.uk

Newcastle City Library

The building and atrium will be available from 4 June 
till 30 Sep 2018. Furniture and shelving are movable to 
create a large flexible areas for exhibitions.

Arts route
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Location name:

Northern Design Centre is a flagship building in the heart of Gateshead’s Baltic Business Quarter, a stylish addition on the NewcastleGates-
head skyline. As a commercial space over 20 world class businesses with international clients such as Disney, Marvel and CCP Games.

Below are images which show the site and design of the building. The Centre and it’s surrounding buildings Baltimore House and the Emerg-
ing Technology Centre which launches in Q1 2018 have become the premier location for creative and design led businesses in the North 
East.

The 307m of hoardings run along Abott’s Hill which is the main service vehicle and pedestrian ingress route from Gateshead town Centre to the centre and partner buildings. These hoard-
ings are a blank canvas and we are interested to see expressions of interest which would celebrate and respond to the design heritage and future innovation of design and technology in the 
north.

The Hoardings are currently unused and are fully 
accessible in the lead up to and during the Exhibition. 
The Northern Design Centre is open during office 
hours for the duration of the Great Exhibition of The 
North. The Northern Design Centre opening hours are 
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:45.

Chris Pape
Business Centre Team Manager, chrispape@
gateshead.gov.uk  0191 499 8350

Northern Design Centre
Abotts Hill Hoardings

Design route
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5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Northern Design Centre is a flagship building in the heart of Gateshead’s Baltic Business Quarter, a stylish addition on the NewcastleGates-
head skyline. As a commercial space over 20 world class businesses with international clients such as Disney, Marvel and CCP Games.

Below are images which show the site and design of the building. The Centre and it’s surrounding buildings Baltimore House and the Emerg-
ing Technology Centre which launches in Q1 2018 have become the premier location for creative and design led businesses in the North 
East.

The central indoor atrium of the Northern Design Centre of hoardings run along Abott’s Hill which is the main service vehicle and pedestrian ingress route from Gateshead town Centre to 
the centre and partner buildings. These hoardings are a blank canvas and we are interested to see expressions of interest which would celebrate and respond to the design heritage and 
future innovation of design and technology in the north. We are interested in a statement piece which captures  the importance of design and or the strength  of northern design. Due to it’s 
indoor space it would be ideal to to explore if the piece could remain as a legacy piece beyond the exhibition.

The Northern Design Centre is open during office 
hours for the duration of the Great Exhibition of The 
North. The Northern Design Centre opening hours are 
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:45.

Chris Pape
Business Centre Team Manager, chrispape@
gateshead.gov.uk  0191 499 8350

Northern Design Centre
Scoping Internal Foyer Wall

Design route

. the area is 15 metres high by 5 metres wide, which dominates the west elevation and the landing on each 
floor looks over the atrium.



1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Northern Design Centre is a flagship building in the heart of Gateshead’s Baltic Business Quarter, a stylish addition on the NewcastleGates-
head skyline. As a commercial space over 20 world class businesses with international clients such as Disney, Marvel and CCP Games.

Below are images which show the site. The centre and its surrounding buildings Baltimore House and the Emerging Technology Centre which 
launches in Q1 2018 have become the premier location for creative and design led businesses in the North East. The green site is at the 
centre of the developing Baltic Business Quarter with Gateshead College and Ramada Jarvis Hotel as neighbours. 

The green belt runs adjacent to which is the main service vehicle and pedestrian ingress route from Gateshead town Centre to the centre and partner buildings. These hoardings are a blank 
canvas and we are interested to see expressions of interest which would celebrate and respond to the design heritage and future innovation of design and technology in the north.

The Green belt is currently unused is fully accessible 
in the lead up to and during the Exhibition. The Green 
site is currently available for sale opportunities we 
recommend a regular dialogue regarding this should 
the availability change. The Northern Design Centre is 
open during office hours for the duration of the Great 
Exhibition of The North. The Northern Design Centre 
opening hours are Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:45. 

Chris Pape
Business Centre Team Manager, chrispape@
gateshead.gov.uk  0191 499 8350

Northern Design Centre
Green Site

Design route
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1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Northern Design Centre is a flagship building in the heart of Gateshead’s Baltic Business Quarter, a stylish addition on the NewcastleGates-
head skyline. As a commercial space over 20 world class businesses with international clients such as Disney, Marvel and CCP Games. This 
site is the river facing façade of the centre and the partner buildings Baltimore House and The Emerging Technology Centre.

Below are images which show the site and design of the building. The Centre and it’s surrounding buildings Baltimore House and the Emerg-
ing Technology Centre which launches in Q1 2018 have become the premier location for creative and design led businesses in the North 
East. The addition of the ETC will be home to companies leading the way in researching and developing Virtual Reality and mixed reality 
experiences.

The Northern Design Centre Baltic House and Emerging Technology Centre form a trio of new buildings facing out towards the Tyne. The Facade of these three buildings provide a canvas 
for a response to the design heritage and future innovation of design and technology in the north.

The Northern Design Centre is open during office 
hours for the duration of the Great Exhibition of The 
North. The Northern Design Centre opening hours are 
Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:45. Additional opening 
hours and access prior to and during the exhibition 
can be discussed. As a live business environment 
we would like to minimise disruption to any resident 
businesses.

Chris Pape
Business Centre Team Manager, chrispape@
gateshead.gov.uk  0191 499 8350

Northern Design Centre
Scoping Building Facade

Design route



1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
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5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Northern Design Centre is a flagship building in the heart of Gateshead’s Baltic Business Quarter, a stylish addition on the NewcastleGate-
shead skyline. As a commercial space houses over 20 world class businesses with international clients such as Disney, Marvel and CCP 
Games. This site is the boules yard located in the main car parking area.

Below are images which show the site. Which is located on the walk between Baltic and the Design Centre.  The Centre and its surrounding 
buildings Baltimore House and the Emerging Technology Centre which launches in Q1 2018 have become the premier location for creative 
and design led businesses in the North East. The addition of the ETC will be home to companies leading the way in researching and develop-
ing Virtual Reality and mixed reality experiences.

The Northern Design Centre Baltic House and Emerging Technology Centre form a trio of new buildings facing out towards the Tyne. The Facade of these three buildings provide a back-
drop of work to be created in the boules yard, with a great sightline from Hawk’s Road. This site is an opportunity for installation or sculptural response to the design heritage and future 
innovation of design and technology in the north. We would welcome a conversation about the work staying in place beyond the end of the Exhibition. The work would need to consider the 
context of being outdoors and ideally be self-contained. The site is ideal for engaging with the public.

The space is outdoor and not currently not used and is 
available in the lead up to the exhibition. The North-
ern Design Centre   open during office hours for the 
duration of the Great Exhibition of The North. Opening 
hours are Monday to Friday 09:00 – 16:45. Additional 
opening hours and access prior to and during the 
exhibition can be discussed.

Chris Pape
Business Centre Team Manager, chrispape@
gateshead.gov.uk  0191 499 8350

Northern Design Centre
Boules Yard

Design route

Approximately 5m by 15m. The site has a small low wall around it ranging from 2 to 4ft in height.



1.The essence of the location in relation to 
Great Exhibition of the North.

2. Source, reference materials or content 
available for inspiration which resonate with 
the Exhibition.

3. Short description of space/s available for 
commission call out.

4. Technical specifications, dimensions, and/or 
photos of the above spaces offered in the call out.

5. Availability of spaces. 6. Venue contact if you have questions in relation 
to the site or source/reference materials.

Location name:

Northern Print is located in Ouseburn on a key point along the Design Route. Ouseburn has a strong identity created by the reminders of 
its industrial past and today’s vibrant creative scene with studios, artisan producers and unique visitor attractions. Ouseburn’s topography is 
interesting, with bridges spanning across the valley, green spaces and routes down towards the River Tyne.

Northern Print is dedicated to printmaking and houses an open access printmaking studio, learning spaces and gallery showcasing the very 
best in regional, national and international printmaking. The building attracts a range of visitors including school and community groups.
The facilities, purpose and profile of Northern Print offer opportunities to reflect on past innovations in print in the north such as naturalist and 
wood engraver Thomas Bewick (1753-1828) as well as exploring the latest advances in print technology. At a time when the use of print as 
a tool for mass communication is in decline the potential for other forms of printing technology are only just beginning to be realised. With 
advances in 3D printing will reach every aspect of our lives from 3D printing food to tackle food crises; 3D printed vehicles to bioprinting body 
parts and printed cities.
During the Great Exhibition, Northern Print will be preparing for the fifth International Print Biennale (opens mid-September). This is the UK’s 
only major event for artists making prints and has a strong international profile.

The space available is the exterior of Northern Print and the curtilage. There may be opportunities to use space within the building depending 
upon the potential to cover the additional staffing that would be needed for the opening hours expected for the Great Exhibition. Other oppor-
tunities include using the windows i.e. space used in within the building but visible externally 24/7 via the windows.

Further details about the spaces are available including dimensions via architectural plans. Northern Print is willing to 
remove / re site signage as appropriate and permissions may be required in some instances via our landlord.

There are currently no issues with the dates including 
the two-week run up and /or demount time.

Anna Wilkinson, Director, Northern Print. 
anna@northernprint.org.uk or 
telephone 0191 261 7000.

Northern Print - with horses from 
Stepney Bank Stables. Photo 
Colin Davison

Northern Print as approached 
from Stepney Road. Photo Colin 
Davison

Rear of the building - this may not 
be accessible to the public but 
illustrates the setting. Photo Colin 
Davison

Northern Print Design route
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Location name:

Located at the heart of the Newcastle University campus and adjacent to the Great North Museum, Northern Stage is the largest producing 
theatre between York and Edinburgh. We are a space for the RSC and the fledgling theatre company, for audiences of all ages and back-
grounds.  Through our in-house work, the collaborations and partnerships we create and the local artists we support, Northern Stage seeks to 
fulfil its mission: Theatre from the North East, theatre for everyone.

We are a creative, inclusive space, located on the campus of a leading University. Our creative relationships with communities of artists, aca-
demics, audiences and participants make us a highly adaptive waypoint for the Great Exhibition. The building is open and adaptable, inviting 
use in a range of ways. We are excited to hear proposals that engage with the provocation and development of creativity and performance in 
accessible and flexible ways. We have very strong family audiences particularly during school holidays and as such are keen to address the 
family agenda. Through our relationships with Newcastle University we’re able to facilitate conversations with academic partners for submit-
ters.

The newly refurbished Stage Three and gallery are exciting, flexible spaces for sharing a huge variety of work from an incredibly diverse 
community of artists.  Located at the heart of Northern Stage it is routinely transformed to host a varied and locally driven programme of over 
150 events each year. Fully accessible, the spaces can host performance, exhibition and installation. Technical support, FOH and marketing 
support will also be negotiable.

As well as the 100 seater, highly flexible Stage 3, Northern Stage, in partnership with Newcastle University, would be very interested in using 
the large lawn area directly in front of our venue as a potential pop-up venue.  The physical layout of the building allows high footfall flow 
through the building throughout the day.

The lawn area will depend on the University’s sched-
ule, so TBC at this stage.   Stage 3, currently has no 
restrictions on dates.

Matt Runham, Senior Producer
mrunham@northernstage.co.uk 
0191 242 7236

Northern Stage Lawn Northern Stage three

Northern Stage exhibition space

Northern Stage Arts route
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Location name:

Located at a central point along the Great Exhibition’s Innovation Trail, Newcastle Science Central is an exemplar of sustainable urban devel-
opment and home to pioneering innovation in Data, Aging and Energy.  The site offers a variety of indoor and outdoor space to showcase the 
intellectual horsepower that will drive the cities of the future.
http://www.newcastlesciencecentral.com/explore/ 

How do we create and develop cities which meet the demands of modern day living but which are also places to meet the future needs of our 
children?’ Where coal was once Newcastle’s generator of financial return, big data and cloud computing are its new black gold, the fuel to 
power the businesses of the future but in a far more environmentally friendly way.  Newcastle Science Central is located on the site of the pit 
head for Elswick Colliery in the 1800’s and later HQ for Newcastle Breweries, home to Newcastle Brown Ale, and is now a hub for research 
and innovation in smart and sustainable cities.

Home to National Innovation and research Centres in Aging, Data and Energy, Science Central is itself a demonstrator for smart city innova-
tion. By ‘smart’ we mean ways digital technology can enable people to make sound decisions about the present and future. Smart also means 
integrating energy, transport, water and other aspects of the city that underpin everyday urban life.
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/sciencecentral/ 

The Core – event space
The building has been designed with urban 
sustainability at its heart. Features include 
a four-storey living wall, bee hotels, planted 
sedum roofs, rainwater harvesting and a 
series of adjoining public squares, all of 
which resulted in a recent sustainability 
‘excellent’ award.  Ground floor offers flexi-
ble event and exhibition space. http://www.
thecorenewcastle.co.uk/event-space/ 

The Key – event space  
A revolutionary ‘building as a lab’ which 
is the first fabric structure to be used as a 
work space in the UK. Built on the same 
principles as a soap bubble, the Key 
provides a research facility with detailed 
environmental and structural monitoring. 
The building has a sustainable structure 
with minimal use of materials and rapid 
construction, designed to have the smallest 
impact on the environment.

Science Square – event and installation 
space
The main innovation buildings on science 
Central will have their principal entrances 
from Science Square. A high quality paving 
surface, trees and a variety of different 
seating arrangements have been used to 
encourage people to meet and interact. 
Space is provided to promote a programme 
of science based activities.

Blue Star Square – event and installation 
space
A public square at the front of the site fea-
tures the original blue star stone, reclaimed 
from the brewery, in recognition of the site’s 
brewery heritage.

The Site also incorporates;  
Electric Vehicle Rapid Charge filling station 
opening 2018
Sustainable urban drainage – across the 
site, attenuation tanks, swales and culverts 
will form blue-green infrastructure
Geothermal well.

The Science Central site will be undergoing fur-
ther development and new buildings will be under 
construction during the Great Exhibition of the North.  
Respondents are encouraged to consider creative 
responses and fun theory in relation to the building of 
a ‘future city’, utilisation of the ‘spaces in between’ and 
the theme of sustainability, ensuring ‘enough, for all, 
for ever.

Michelle Duggan 
michelle.duggan@ncl.ac.uk
0191 208 4924

Science Central Innovation route

The Core The Key

Urban Sciences Building Blue Star Square
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Location name:

Foyer 57 m2, Bookshop overflow 50m2 (could 
be cleared), Book shop window 12.5 m long

Seven Stories, the UK’s National Centre for Children’s Books is located in central Ouseburn, along the middle of the Design Route. Located 
in a listed 7 storey former flour mill our exhibitions celebrate the very best in modern and contemporary children’s books. Our Exhibition which 
will coincide with GEN will feature acclaimed North East writer David Almond, whose work draws on Northern language, landscape and char-
acter and whose novels Heaven Eyes and A Song for Ella Grey are in set in the Ouseburn Valley. The old warehouse in Heaven Eyes is eerily 
similar to the building which Seven Stories now occupies.
We are the only Nationally styled museum in NE England. 

The Seven Stories Collection is the largest and most comprehensive modern children’s literature collection in Britain today. It represents the 
work of over 250 authors and illustrators from 1930 to the present day, supported by a library of over 35,000 books. We collect all that goes 
into the making of a book – from first scribbles to dummy books, roughs to final artwork, letters and editorial correspondence to the finished 
book, and includes famous names such as Enid Blyton, Judith Kerr, David Almond and Philip Pullman. 
The Collection is a rich vein of inspiration, and an opportunity to study the historical and contemporary context of creating a book and the 
process of creative interaction between illustrators and authors, editors, designers and readers. Children’s books often push at the bounda-
ries of the book as a physical object, becoming a playful space where format, design, typography, images in two and even three dimensions 
are explored and manipulated. 
The Collection is an exciting and unique stimulus for artists in a variety of disciples - theatre, dance, music, writing and visual arts.

Business imperatives demand that we have an entrance charge to exhibition spaces. 
Access to our extensive bookshop and café is free of charge. Our reception and bookshop has large floor to ceiling windows that front onto 
Lime Street and our café has arched windows overlooking the Ouseburn to the public towpath beyond. The exterior of our building, including 
a flat roofed area above the entrance, could be utilised.

Other possible less obvious locations in central Ouseburn include:
Ouseburn Farm – inside and outdoor space with free daytime access, including fields that extend beneath the impressive Ouseburn 
Bridges.  
Stepney Bank Stables – inner city riding school open 7 days a week. 
Lime Street Studios – open by negotiation. 
The Cluny pub has a small gallery area.
Ouseburn Trust – manage Victoria Tunnel and has good knowledge of spaces in the Valley - Chris Barnard is a good contact for 
knowledge of development sites in Ouseburn and who owns land   Chris.Barnard@Ouseburntrust.org.uk      There is a link to their 
Ouseburn map here: https://www.ouseburntrust.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=df9abcc1-f01c-484d-a35c-d13d95758727 

Possible outside sites include Stables/Trust/Seven Stories car park; Ouseburn village green and arches; land below / adjacent to Byker 
bridges.

Seven Stories is open to the public 7 day per week 
10-5pm. 

Access for installation of exhibits outside of these 
times by prior negotiation.

In the first instance contact:
Amanda Beckham 
amanda.beckham@sevenstories.org.uk 
T:0300 330 1095 

Seven Stories, The National Centre for 
Children’s Books 

Innovation route
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Location name:

Possibly the most historic and impressive, and most photographed building in Newcastle, the Grade I listed Theatre Royal is situated in the 
heart of the city on Grey Street, a few hundred metres from the Monument. The postcode is NE1 6BR.

Further information on the Theatre Royal can be found at www.theateroyal.co.uk, but we do not wish any proposal to be constrained by the 
building or its purpose – think of this as the “fourth plinth” and a significant public space on which to make public statement, be it cultural, 
scientific or philosophical – or any combination of those! 

The public terrace at the front of the theatre is paved and flat though not quite level as it gently slopes downhill.  I
Power and water can be made available from the theatre building, which could also be used as a lighting or sound gantry, or in some way be 
integrated in the commission.

The terrace is available for the duration of the 
Exhibition and for two weeks prior for set-up. 
The theatre will continue to operate with its usual 
performance programme during the Exhibition, and so 
due regard needs to be given to access for audiences, 
fire escape routes and generally not disturbing the 
theatre programme – but interaction with the theatre 
and its audiences is welcomed. 

Philip Bernays, Chief Executive
philip.bernays@theatreroyal.co.uk
0191 244 2500

Theatre Royal

ts dimensions are 24.6m wide by 9.5m at 
its widest and 8.6m at its narrowest. 

Arts route
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Location name:

]- Courtyard

        Archway -[

Award-winning landmark building located in Ouseburn Valley where the river Ouseburn meets the Tyne. Once a heavily industrial area, Ouse-
burn has seen a massive regeneration in the last 10 years. Retaining a red brick heavy landscape the buildings new inhabitants are makers, 
doers, creators. An industrious vibrant community.

The Toffee Factory is constructed from traditional brick with a number of eye-catching architectural features, including the original 25m tall 
chimney, building buttresses and brick built arches.

The site
Cattle sanatorium in 1877. Factory itself built in 1878. Confectionary business opened by John Vose in 1888. Business boomed for the Vose 
family – sold factory to Maynards. Site closed in the late 1950’s and sat empty until 2011 when Toffee Factory opened. After desertion in the 
early 1990’s, the valley has seen a huge amount of regeneration. Toffee Factory has retained very high occupancy since opening and devel-
oped a substantial cultural programme attracting audiences in their thousands each year. 

Features
*Creative community in the heart of the Ouseburn. *23 offices with choice of sizes from 2 - 25 people*Global firms*Stunning views over the 
Ouseburn river*A roof top terrace*Low carbon building with biomass heating*Double height offices*Exposed brickwork*Wi-Fi across all the 
public spaces inside and out*Mooring posts*Performance and installation spaces inside, under cover and outside*Apple trees, fig trees*local-
ly designed furniture as well as design classics*

Toffee Factory has two spaces available. 
Courtyard 
The external courtyard is located in the middle of the building with feature chimney (25m – the chimney is no longer operational). 
The courtyard measures 37.52 x 9.25m. The plot is divided into two large self-bound gravelled areas separated in by a strip of red brick. It is lined by six planted areas containing mostly 
ferns.  The chimney is lit from below at night and changes colour each evening. The floor is dotted with spotlights. Above, a metal footbridge connects the north and south wings of the 
building. The building is predominantly red brick broken up with large colourful cladding. The first two floors are purple and red; the third is a lime green. This area has high visual impact and 
can be seen from the riverside walkway (Ouseburn). The area has a level surface. Wifi in place. 

Archway 
The second space is an archway beneath Glass House Bridge to the left of Toffee Factory (adjacent to the reception area). This is a large red brick/ rendered arch with a half paved, half 
tarmac (bituminous macadam) flooring. The space is lined with wooden fencing which features artwork by Brazilian Artist, Manoel Quiterio. It is a sheltered area which isn’t fully visible from 
the river. The arch measures 13.14m x 11.14m. There is some outdoor furniture made up of cable drums and large wooden stools. There is also a ping pong table. All of this is moveable. 
A bike rack is directly on the left as you walk under the arch. The arches beneath Glass House Bridge (four in total) are also lit in colour each evening - lighting is a strong feature at Toffee 
Factory. The area has a level surface. Wifi in place. 

There is no activity booked which would reduce access 
to spaces during the programme/ installation dates. Lisa Tolan, Centre Manager, Creative Space Management 

lisa.tolan@toffeefactory.co.uk
0191 375 9000/ 07808 646 790 

Toffee Factory

Power is available in the both the courtyard (four double sockets) and archway (six double sockets). 
Three fire exits lead from the building into the courtyard and access must be maintained. The first is located 
behind the chimney with and a further two towards the front of the building (one on each wing). 

Design route


